Every traveler knows the frustrations associated with checked baggage on commercial
airlines. Even before 9/11, checking baggage took valuable time before and after a
flight. Then in 2006 with the discovery and foiling of a terrorist plot to blow up aircraft
over the Atlantic, and the even tighter restrictions on carry-on baggage that resulted,
passengers began to check baggage that was previously carried aboard, placing a
further strain on the airline’s baggage handling systems. Lost and damaged luggage is
an all-too common problem. And just getting bags off the carousel and transferred to
ground transportation can be a real chore. Finally, there is the increasing chance, as
airlines tighten the rules, that luggage will exceed size or weight limits, resulting in
substantial added expense – and, increasingly, in the carrier’s refusal to take oversize
luggage at any price.
Not anymore. With The Luggage Club, travelers get the convenience of door-to-door
luggage delivery.
The Luggage Club will pick-up luggage, golf clubs, skis,
snowboards, bikes, scuba gear, surfboards, gear bags, wheelchairs, business and
tradeshow materials and more; when and where the traveler designates (home, office,
hotel, etc.) and deliver them directly to the traveler’s final destination. No luggage
security hassles; no need to transport luggage to and from the airport; no check-in
lines; no waiting for luggage at the destination airport; no lugging bags to ground
transport; almost no chance of luggage being lost; and, finally, no need to tip porters or
other baggage handlers along the way.
The Luggage Club offers several money-saving programs including a Handicap
Program for disabled travelers, Corporate Program for business travelers, Frequent
Traveler Program and seasonal Specials, plus Gift Cards are available for purchase.

About Us

The Luggage Club is the only choice for door-to-door luggage and goods delivery
service. We offer a complete range of specialized logistic services to make your
travels stress-free.
TLC’s goal is to give business and leisure travelers an alternative to the cumbersome
way of transporting luggage or goods through the standard airline methods. The
Luggage Club commits to making travel easier and more enjoyable for individuals,
families and business travelers worldwide.
TLC has implemented a completely automated industry-leading real-time network,
which allows you immediate quotes, bookings, tracking and the use of helpful tools
anywhere and anytime. Powered by our completely Logistics Automated Control
System (LACS), we have leveraged the current service communications, dependable
and verified distribution channels, to ensure you, our customer, the most leisurely
travel experience possible.
With an easy-to-use web site and 24/7 Customer Support Center, The Luggage Club is
all about customer service and convenience. TLC takes one of the biggest hassles of
long-distance travel – checked baggage – and eliminates it. That’s right, eliminates it.

International

International travel can be very fatiguing
and stressful because of the long
security check-in lines, lengthy flights,
clearing
customs
and
language
differences; now add-in the hassles
associated with also checking and
claiming baggage, and it gets to be too
much. Save time and frustration by
utilizing
The
Luggage
Club’s
international baggage and goods
delivery service. Our service is available
to over 220 countries and territories
located
throughout
Africa,
Asia,
Australia, Europe, North America and
South America, including the most
luxurious islands in the world. Shipping
your baggage and goods in advance
when traveling internationally just
makes sense!

Corporate

Standing in long, time-consuming and
chaotic luggage screening security lines at
the airport ticket counter is a productivity
killer in business travel. While everyone
agrees air travel security is extremely
important, it can also be made more
efficient for corporate travelers where timemanagement is critical.
TLC’s luggage delivery service means your employees will no longer need to stand in
long luggage check-in lines and instead, can go directly to the security checkpoint and
gate area, and devote more time to their job at hand.
The Luggage Club’s baggage delivery service conveniently transports your luggage
and goods directly from your doorstep to your meeting destination and back again. It's
the hassle-free benefit that allows you to arrive at your meeting or event relaxed and
stress-free.

Frequent Traveler

Are you a Frequent Traveler and want to take advantage of money-saving packages
by purchasing multiple deliveries in volume instead of one at a time, then our Frequent
Traveler Program is right for you? Purchase one of our great packages and schedule
the deliveries as you need them, and bank the rest for future use for up to one full year.
The Luggage Club offers three different Frequent Traveler packages, each providing
you with great savings, valuable travel information, a monthly newsletter and other
great deals that will make all your travel experiences more enjoyable and stress-free.

Gift Cards

Instead of purchasing the traditional gift items that usually get lost or not used,
purchase the gift that will make any traveler happy. Our Gift Cards provide the
recipient with an innovative solution to the headaches of everyday travel for an
increasingly mobile society. There is no better gift than making travel easier and more
enjoyable for individuals, families and business travelers worldwide.

Handicap

For our disabled customers with limited mobility, we offer all of our same great
services, but with just a touch extra. The Luggage Club can ship wheelchairs,
walkers or any other mobility-assisted equipment to one’s travel destination to help
maintain your quality of life, all at a discounted price.
The Luggage Club is the only baggage and goods delivery service that caters
specifically to the traveler with limited mobility. We understand the challenges and
difficulties that physically challenged people face when traveling and The Luggage
Club is committed to making all of your travel experiences as convenient as possible.
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